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At that point I invoked one of Steam's points. In his Introduction (1973: 6) Steam basically took the position that botanical Latin is different from classical (medieval or Renaissance) Latin. He characterizes botanical Latin as "a modern romance language of special technical application, derived from Renaissance Latin with much plundering of ancient Greek, which has evolved . . . ." He uses this point to accept non-classical things such as masculine acris (classical acer, although masculine acris was used by one author, Ennius). I (1982) previously used the same point concerning Gleditsia caspica (original) vs. G. caspia (classical), the latter accepted by Dr. Paclt.
In applying Art. 73.1, I have been influenced by this point and, when pressed, advise against changing original spellings of names or epithets as "orthographic errors" just because they are contrary to classical Latin or grammar. In my opinion, this adds a subjective element (requiring highly technical and non-botanical expertise) into something otherwise consistently soluble by a simple procedure, retain original spelling. Thus, I interpret Art. 73.1 as saying that we should keep original spelling unless involving a typographic or orthographic error as specified or exemplified in the Code.
Initial Conclusion
Anthurium truncicolum etc. represents poor practice (by classical standards) but is not "correctable" under the Code to 'A. truncicola.' I believed this position was supported by Preamble 1, "this Code aims at the provision of a stable method of naming taxonomic groups .... Other considerations, such as absolute grammatical correctness . . . are relatively accessory."
Subsequent Discussion
The above initial discussion and conclusion was sent to members of the Orthography Committee, along with a copy of my , 1763) and their validation through their adoption by later authors. The first paper discussed inter alia the Adansonian names for lower plants which had passed into common usage. The second paper discussed the names of seed plants which were either nomina conservanda, or which needed to be conserved to protect their established usage from the effect of priorable synonyms. The third paper dealt with the dates of validation of thirtytwo Adansonian names which appeared to be in current use, but which had not been conserved and did not need to be. This paper deals with the Adansonian names which have been explicitly rejected so as to protect other names from their imaginary priority, assuming that they were validly published in 1763.
Since many of these names were validated after 1763, many of them much later, it turns out that they are often validated after the names which have been conserved against them. These names can be dropped from the next list of nomina conservanda et rejicienda, although naturally their corresponding nomina conservanda will have to be retained. I have not felt it necessary to discuss the typification of the names which were never validated, although it is usually possible to determine on what they were based. These names are simply listed alphabetically. For the validated names I have usually provided a little more information, besides the evident validation date and the corrected author citation for the name, and the typification, to take account of consequential changes to the status of "later homonyms" or other names which become available following the rejection of the invalid names. More extensive notes are provided for some names which have a particularly complicated history.
Adansonian nomina rejicienda which have never been validly published even with amended orthography are Abumon; Adamaram (cited by Scopoli (1777, p. 327) as a synonym of Kniphofia Scopoli, [Combretaceae], non Kniphofia Moench, 1794, nom. cons.); Aembilla; Aristotela; Bellucia; Belou; Belutta-Kaka; Beverna; Brassavola; Carandas; Cephalotos; Cieca; Cleyera; Condea; Cunto; DaunContu; Deringa; Detris; Furera; Ghesambilla; Horiri; Huttum; Ilmu; Kajupati; Kalawael; Katoutheka (cited by Scopoli (1777, p. 14) as a synonym of Chiococca with a reference to H. Malab., but not to Adanson); Katoutsjeroe; Lanaria; Lass; Lindera; Listera; Malnaregam; Mondo; Nalagu; Notjo; Ouret; Palmafilix; Pelae; Pigafetta; Salken; Sophia; Tardavel; Tobira; Toulichiba; Vedela.
Following is a list of unvalidated names which affect the status of homonyms, etc.
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